Contiamo Labs
The flexible, consistent, and simple data science
environment enabling data scientists to seamlessly explore
data and deploy models.

Technical overview

Introduction
The challenges of environment configuration and model deployment
The toolset available to data scientists is extremely vast and diverse, with each library, component
and programming language providing a distinct benefit. The value of most of these becomes
even more apparent when combined with complementary tools. Additionally, each data science
use case requires a significantly different toolkit.
As a result, data scientists spend a large amount of time configuring their own data science
environment, when engaging in a new data project. This challenge multiplies when data scientists
collaborate with a team on one or more projects. The result is that data scientists either spend
a significant proportion of their project time on data science environment configuration or they
context-switch, losing productivity during projects.
Further down the process, model deployment is a challenge. Models must have compatibility
with production environments so either projects are delayed due to DevOps or IT getting models
production-ready or data scientists become limited in the tools they are able to use. Even with
compatibility with production-environments, data scientists must ensure that models are both
portable - easily movable to a new production environment in the event of a change in delivery
endpoint - and scalable - ensuring models are able to deal with the volume of API calls.

Introducing Labs
Labs is a flexible, consistent and simple environment for data exploration, model development
and deployment. It accelerates the data science workflow and reduces reliance on IT or DevOps.
It is, firstly, a centralized repository for data science projects. Version control and sandbox
environments are built in, enabling teams to work collaboratively and iteratively, testing new
concepts, without affecting models in production.
Easy access management ensures that data scientists can freely collaborate, while their
organization can have confidence that data scientists will only have access to data and projects
that correspond to their role and organizational structure.
Within each project, data scientists have access to an editor with all the relevant libraries,
components and languages pre-configured, enabling seamless development across machines.
In one click, models can be deployed as stateless functions, which scale depending on computing
demands. These functions are then able to be utilized in pipelines or applications.
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The Technology
Labs is on the cutting edge of serverless computing
The core of Labs is the data science “bundle”. These are isolated data science projects that
consists of Jupyter notebooks and functions. The data science bundle can be thought of as a
git project with a special structure. The goal of the bundle is to standardize the project structure
and then build automation on top of that standard structure. This structure is minimal and robust,
allowing the required room for customization to your project’s needs. For data scientists, it is a
familiar and comfortable environment to create their analysis.
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On top of bundles, we have created local and remote data science development environments
built with Jupyter Lab, Git, Docker containers, and plugins that simplify accessing your datasets
from Contiamo. This combination of technologies brings together the best open source tools in
a powerful ready-to-use tech stack that data scientists love and which can be further customized
and extended to meet any future challenges. Out of the box we support Python, R, Scala,
pandas, matplotlib, scipy, scikit-learn, ggplot2, dplyr, tidyr, Tensorflow, and Spark (among many
other favorite data science tools). The flexibility of containers allows us to extend the system to
include nearly any package for Python, R, or Scala.
The Contiamo service provides combines a remote development environment with a serverless
system that ensures that you can deploy these bundles quickly. Docker containers and Git allow
us to dynamically create a complete development environment that matches your local system.
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From anywhere in the world you can access, update, and deploy your data science bundle to
a simple serverless environment powered by OpenFaaS and Kubernetes and our build server.
Each bundle can define any number of “functions” that are then exposed as a standard REST
API. Labs leverages Docker to run and manage your functions. These functions can then be
chained to build larger complex pipelines. The build server allows you to quickly iterate and
deploy new functions as soon as you need them while resources are automatically scaled to
meet your needs.
Labs natively integrates with Contiamo Pantheon so data access is seamless. The entire data
science workflow from Contiamo Pantheon is managed within a single unified web interface,
bringing simplicity and effortlessness to the process.

Labs in production
Labs is enabling enterprises from many different industries to get data science into production:
1. A leading Telecommunications provider uses Labs to deploy next best action recommendations
to their contact center agents.
2. Labs is deployed in the insurance industry to deliver predictions of the total liability of an
automotive claim, enabling the insurer to route the claims to the optimal team.
3. A large B2B logistics company is using Labs to deliver real-time predictions of customer
demand and transport movement, enabling their disposition team to effectively route their trains
and wagons to fulfil customer demand.
4. A German bank employs Labs to analyze customer balance sheets in real-time, enabling
wealth managers to understand credit risk and recommend relevant products.
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About Contiamo
Contiamo is a VC-backed technology company working with major enterprises across
the globe. Headquartered in Potsdamer Platz in Berlin - Europe’s tech capital - Contiamo attracts top industry talent to join its ever-growing team.
The company’s combination of a highly-qualified team, an industry-leading platform,
and vast experience working on data science projects uniquely positions us to partner with industry giants, enabling them to achieve their goals. We have a proven track
record achieving tangible business value with companies, such as Deutsche Telekom,
through the delivery of major transformational projects.
Our experienced, technology-focused team are obsessed with applying cutting-edge
technology in the areas of data science, software development and enterprise architecture. The team is made up of active contributors to the Open Source community
and, as a company, we strongly believe that Open Source projects accelerate the
advancement of transformational technologies. As such, we have started and continue
to promote a number of active open source projects.

www.contiamo.com
Stresemannstrasse 123
Berlin 10963
Germany

